Strategies to improve contrast in turboFLASH imaging: reordered phase encoding and k-space segmentation.
TurboFLASH (fast low-angle shot) sequences enable the acquisition of an image in a fraction of a second. However, unique to T1-weighted ultrafast imaging, the magnetization variation during image acquisition can produce artifacts along the phase-encoding direction. In this study, the signal behavior and nature of these artifacts were analyzed with various acquisition schemes to improve image contrast. The magnetization variation during image acquisition and its filtering effect on the image were simulated for three different approaches to T1-weighted turboFLASH imaging: standard turboFLASH with (a) monotonically ascending phase-encoding steps, (b) reordered phase encoding, and (c) k-space segmentation. Each of the modified data acquisition schemes has advantages. However, for subsecond imaging, reordered phase encoding produced improved image contrast over that of standard turboFLASH, and segmented k-space imaging gave superior tissue contrast compared with that of both standard and reordered turboFLASH, with imaging time that permits breath-hold studies.